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Press Release  
 
Experience a unique artist workshop upon the sea with Pembrokeshire 
artist Sarah Jane Brown and Falcon Boats  
 
Launched last summer, Artists Boat Trips offer groups of artists the opportunity to spend time 
observing and sketching the wide variety of wildlife and dramatic coastline of the Pembrokeshire 
islands. Run by Pembrokeshire artist Sarah Jane Brown and Ffion Rees of Falcon Boats, these 
specialist trips combine an informal style workshop together with professional tuition, making for a truly 
unforgettable experience. 
 
Sarah Jane has worked on boat trips around Ramsey Island in Pembrokeshire as occasional crew for 
over 25 years, and passionate about sharing her experiences of being in the Pembrokeshire coastal 
landscape, she believes that these Artists Boat Trips will be of real benefit to others in developing their 
own creative practice. On each trip she aims to capture the sensations of light, colour and movement 
in her sketchbook for later inspiration in the studio, and will guide artists on board towards making the 
most of their own experiences. 
 
With Sarah Jane on board to guide and advise, artists can take advantage of this exhilarating marine 
adventure to record experiences from a whole new perspective. Sketching seals basking on the rocks 
or porpoise bobbing in the waves, capturing the seabirds in their thousands on the steep sea cliffs or 
the incredible coastline from the sea level viewpoint of the boat, these bespoke tours can be tailored to 
suit an interest in landscapes, seascapes or wildlife. Perfect for motivating creativity and inspiring new 
ideas, expect sketchbooks to be full by the end of the trip! 
 
Launched in April 2016, Falcon Boats run boats trips around the stunning coastline of Pembrokeshire 
and its islands. With over 20 years of experience in the waters around Pembrokeshire, Ffion Rees and 
crew prove expert guides, offering information on marine wildlife, coastal geology and island history as 
well as confidently navigating through the tidal race of Ramsey sound and the notorious Bitches reef. 
Passengers can sit back, enjoy the ride and make the most of this unique creative opportunity. 
 
Ideal for art clubs, school or college groups, Artists Boat Trips cost £75 per person for 2 hours, based 
on 8-9 people per trip. Please note that as these trips are bespoke, the boat needs to be full in order to 
sail. Season: March-November (dependant on weather). Please book direct with Sarah Jane Brown on 
07874 219942 or artist@sjbart.com. For further information please visit www.sjbart.com. 



 

 

           
 

           
  

           
 
 
Sarah Jane Brown lives on the coast of Pembrokeshire where her environment, 
and early maritime career, have instilled a deep affinity with the sea. She 
studied painting at the West Wales School of the Arts, gaining a 1st class 
honours degree and her artistic career has since gained steady momentum and 
recognition. She has exhibited widely in the UK including several solo shows in 
Cardiff and prestigious exhibitions in London, such as the ‘Cork Street Open’ in 
Mayfair and with the ‘Royal Society Marine of Artists’ at the Mall Galleries. Her 
work is now collected internationally, and can currently be seen at Etcetera 
Gallery in St Davids and Off the Wall Gallery in Cardiff. 
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